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About This Game

A microscopic world is in need of your help! Add transporters to membranes to move molecules and ions into and out of cells.
Your goal is to reach specific concentrations.

Over 20 unique puzzles will help you master the principles of cellular transport. Use channels, co-transporters, and antiporters to
master facilitated diffusion and active transport.

Think you understand how transporters diffuse molecules and ions across the membrane? Try making your own puzzles with the
built in level editor!

Features:

Over 20 puzzles ranging from a gentle introduction to challenging mind benders.

Speed up and slow down time to play at your own pace.

16 transporters including real proteins found in your body and imaginative nano-robots.

Puzzle mechanics based on real biological principles of cellular transport.

Built-in level editor lets you take control and make your own levels to challenge your friends!
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Whenever you are supposed to rate the match and your teammates after game, client bugs out and shows steam overlay. Can't be
fixed unless force closing the program, which results in not being able to rate teammates. When you fix it, I'll change my
review.. The translation is awful. I got this game because the plot looked interesting, but it doesn't really matter if you can't
figure out what is going on. From the very tutorial there are blocks of untraslated text, and it only got worse once i got to the
first town. I can't even begin to imagine how bad it gets later on if they couldn't even be bothered with the very beginning of the
game.. No so cool as it can be... Game cool, story, graphics, PHISICS! But alot of bad things...

Bad locomotion... Why not to use both hends to pickup things?....
Stuck some times after open dors with key...
Annoing light and his "Dont forget the key..." why repeat this all the time?

To boring to make the same things over and over again... I hope i can beat the game...

. Girls Like Robots is a title that perfectly captures both the charm and the core mechanic of this excellent puzzle game.

It's such a simple concept. There is a rectangular grid and you're tasked with placing the various characters in the scene in such a
way that everybody is happy or some other requirement is fulfilled. How happy people are is influenced by who they're next to,
so girls literally like robots.
Nerds like girls, like robots and like being near the edge of the group but dislike being next to other nerds (I like to imagine it's
because they disagree on the age-old Star Wars vs. Star Trek debate).
Girls don't just like robots, they also dislike nerds and tolerate other girls. Robots like girls and have no strong feelings about
nerds or other robots.

These are just the first three characters, and already they have enough different interactions to have plenty of puzzle fun, but
this barely scratches the surface. There are tons of other characters, each with their own likes, dislikes and quirks, but never so
many that you're forced to remember all of them (and if you do forget you can always easily look up the relevant interactions,
just in case you'd forgotten that fish and robots were mortal enemies).
The puzzles themselves also vary in type, with some allowing you to freely place characters while others restrict the order in
which you place them.

This would already be a strong recommendation without bothering to go into the delightful story.
It starts simple enough, a school trip, a sports game, a volcano erupting, a big dance. Wait, volcano?!
Never taking itself seriously, but always sharing the joke with the player, the plot is as light-hearted as they come and animated
in the same gorgeous style as the core game.

With three large Acts, each with around a dozen chapters to go through (which themselves consist of ~4-10 stages) there is
plenty to do, but it doesn't outstay its welcome and the finale, while a bit long, is definitely worth the effort.
Strongly recommended, get some Girls and Robots in your life today.. Very well made game, my only complaint is there doesn't
seem to be very many players. I have yet to meet one online and I've got a decent amount of time in. Still a great game that I'm
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sure to show everyone that I showcase my vive to.. Very buggy with nothing from the devs in a long time. And now for a review
about the actual gameplay.

You'd think they'd have fixed all of the usual problems with the level scripting by this point in the X Wing series. Well, they
haven't. When I say scripting, I'm referring to all the stuff that happens as you progress through a mission. So many levels will
have you lose because of buggy, confusing scripting, unclear goals, and the like. For this single reason, I cannot recommend the
game - the single player story is a frustrating mess. They give you the ability to skip some levels and they give you the ability to
turn on invincibility but at that point it feels like you're just forcing yourself to slog through a buggy game. A game realeased in
this state this year would be unacceptable.

Even when the missions aren't buggy, they are just poorly paced - you'll find yourself sitting there waiting and doing nothing for
several minutes, often. If you then fail at the end of the mission, guess what, you get to sit through that section again. Yeah it's
not like I wanted to play a game or something.

Now, if that doesn't bother you so much, this game is pretty awesome. There is lots of voice over, improved graphics, a more
personal story, more complex missions spanning multiple sectors, and all sorts of improvements that make the simulation more
immersive. It's just too bad they couldn't work the stupid bugs out of their cruddy level scripting and overall stupid mission
design. This has always been a problem with the X wing series, and it's just sad that they never really fixed it for the final entry
in the series. RIP LucasArts, at least Republic Commando was really good.
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Does NOT load. Waste of money. Useless.. I love me some detective games, and this one is... well, worth buying for very, very,
very cheap on a Steam sale.
If you're as big a fan of detective games as I am, then maybe I added an extra "very" or two, just now.

CONS:

1) Voice acting: The voice acting is really bad. Sometimes the quality is, well... ugh. Enough said.

2) Animation: The animation is sub-par, today. I mostly speak of the mouth movements. Everything else is quite par.

3) Lockpicking: You can skip doing it altogether.

4) Issues: Now, this is an interesting con. I would have broken this one down into more than one part, but, the single word
"issues" really sums it all up neatly. For instance, near the beginning of the game, it seemed quite impossible to be able to find a
light switch in a blackened room, which prompted me to get frustrated and stop playing for months. And then, when I finally
mustered up the jimmies (yes) to play it again, and use a walkthrough to figure out where the hell it was, I still couldn't find it
with my cursor for quite some time.

Another instance was when trying to get around some NPCs to investigate; finnicky business, that, at times, but not awful.
Just.... finnicky. You really have to play the game to know what I mean by just saying "Issues". It's definitely not (it can't be) a
big-budget game, by any means, though it does have it charms, and humour enough to keep me interested.

PROS:

1) Humour: The game has a good sense of humour, of which I won't spoil, because there's some fun quirkiness that you need to
play into to appreciate.

2) Interactivity: The game is very interactive, for a point and click, and doesn't hold your hand too much with what you're doing.
Though, as I said, Lockpicking was just... yes.

3) Story: The narrative is actually kind of interesting, once you... well, wrap your mind around it. Don't take this the wrong way;
it's not complicated. It's just... a series of things happening, to the point of me not really remembering what sparked the
narrative in the first place. But to be fair, I got frustrated and put this on hold for a few months. Maybe you would fare better..?
All I remember is that I'm now framed for something I have to prove I didn't do, at this point. That's all I'll say, detail wise. That
small tinge of con aside, it's amusing and not too shabby at keeping you engaged, so I take this as a positive thing.

4) Puzzles: The puzzle solving and clue finding is just what it should be; involved. You really need to think hard, search around,
and try every angle you can to get the solutions your looking for. Some are easier than others, but none are 100% obvious.

FINAL THOUGHTS:

If you like detective games, point and click, and something that feels a little rough around the edges, this is the game for you. As
long as you don't mind the awkward and sometimes questionable quality of the voice acting...

If you are looking for something to keep you on your toes, immersed, and delving into the shady underbelly of society, well...
not so much.

Do I recommend?
Sure, why not.

But only if it's very, very, very cheap.
(Did I add one too many again?). I enjoyed these 4 episodes pretty much. Kudos to Pilgrim Adventures for this simple, yet
charming game(s), with a straight-forward narrative and interesting world-building. I'll be looking forward for more games from
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these developers and writers.

Nonetheless I think this saga could had been extended into more episodes; I think the aforementioned world-building was cut
short due to the 4 episodes limit. I feel like there was room for a wider narrative without necessarely making the story bloated.
Still, it is better to conclude a story too soon than to conclude it too late.. Still a bloody good game!. It's Hitman as a puzzle (one
move at a time), and it works. Quite intuitive, challenging, and fun.. I wish Steam would give us a mixed option, 'cause I'm
mixed about this game. The graphics are nice and the gameplay is decent, but after getting halfway through the difficulty spikes
up to a godawful level. I returned to this after months of not playing, and I ragequited in minutes because the latter half of the
game is so difficult it's not enjoyable. I mean, Dark Souls is enjoyable when you learn to play it well, but this is not.

It's an ok pick from the sale, but if you actually want to get through the game, prepare for difficulties.. I'm really digging what
Neon Shadow is all about. It's a throwback shooter that reminds me of FPS' from the Nintendo 64 and Sega Dreamcast era
(specifically the N64 version of Quake 2, what with all the neon lighting they hit that port with). It's about the fundamentals of
90's shooters; here's some cool weapons, here's a level to run around in with multiple paths & hallways and some secrets, and
here's some basic enemies: get through this level and kill the enemies then move onto the next one! It does all those things really
well, especially for <$5! Particularly with a controller, it just feels very nostalgic (except for having to invert my aim; that was
NORMAL back then, like how it should STILL be :P ).

There's also a multiplayer mode. Just like back in the day, it's more of a bare bones bonus than anything you'll spend serious
time in. Its for online or you can throw bots in there, which is always nice, though they won't fool anyone into thinking they're
human. They're very robotic in their aiming and movement. It would be more fun if the maps were well designed, but some of
them don't even have proper continuous paths to keep you moving around a level. Some are just "go to this side, now go to that
side", basically. Its weird. Worth a quick checking out, but not a main feature imo.

Visually, you can tell it's a mobile port (Ouya port, technically), since it has pretty simple geometry and textures, but again I
don't mind that stuff - I wanted it to remind me of N64 games, and this looks like one of the better ones as played through an
emulator so you can view it at modern resolutions. Usually moving at the faster/smoother frame rates you saw in Dreamcast
shooters like KISS Psycho Circus. One thing that could've stayed in the past was the frame rate problems that crop up when too
much action is taking place onscreen. Currently, at least - I'll remove this note if there's a patch that improves this in the future.
The game mostly moves smoothly but takes a bit of a dive - sometimes, more than "a bit" - when you hit some explosive barrels
when enemies are nearby. If there's a lot of enemies and barrels, expect it to turn into a slideshow for 2-3 seconds or so. Which
isn't a deal breaker so much as it is just... inexplicable.

Overall, its a simple first person shooter (doesn't even have a jump), but a well made one for a very small price. It doesn't feel
like cheap garbage, like how Gameloft makes FPS'; this one actually feels good. You'll be sliding around circle strafing your
heart out just like the old days. But it is as throwback as they come; heck it's almost as much a first person Alien Syndrome-type
arcade game as it is a love letter to FPS' of the mid-to-late 90's. If you're looking for solid, old-school, console-style FPS action
for a small price tag, Neon Shadow is a winner. It definitely delivers a fun time.. Hello I m Komando,

I liked this game, if you see big heads and weapons you could play this game.

Game is still developing and in early beta really. So if you can wait updates and players, don2t wait. Buy now.

But, maybe you can't play now because game need some advertisments to catch players, and game is mo fps so you can't play
yourself.

My point to game is 7/10. If we think game is in early development this point is good.

Have a nice days ...

If you want to play game, please buy with your friends .... I like the originality and tone of the game. I like how simple it is
without being easy. It's a great time killer when you're waiting around for something. Overall, I'd highly recommend this game.

But, there are a few things that I'd have liked to be different:
1. I would say the game was a little too short.
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2. It could've used a little bit more variety with enemies. For example, maybe one that doesn't kill you, but can see you without
you moving and can alert others. Or, maybe one that pushes you rather than kills you.
3. The difficulty sort of "caps out" long before you reach the end. The game continues to introduce interesting concepts, but it
doesn't really get harder. To be fair, there isn't a whole lot the developers could do about this without making the game tedious
or impossibly hard.

But don't let those complains deter you. This is still a great game. Honestly kinda scared to launch the game again. Works good
on WMR, although I wish I could use the thumbsticks!
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